CALL FOR PAPERS ALERT!! MAY 29, 2024 !!

🔥In 2015, CECA introduced the Colette Dufresne-Tassé Award for Research in Education and Cultural Action to ignite the 🔥passion for research among its members! 🔥

Let’s dive into the world of education and culture together, and make museums even more amazing for our audience! 🎩🌞

📚The award goes to the author with the most fascinating empirical research report at the CECA Annual International Conference! 📚They must submit a dazzling text with the following characteristics:

🌐Languages: English, French, or Spanish

📝Length: Between 35,000 and 70,000 characters (spaces included)

💰And guess what? The lucky winner receives up to 400 Euros to cover their accommodation and registration fees! 📱💰

🎬Oh, and the cherry on top? The winning text gets published in Museum Education and on the CECA website! 🎬🎬

Let’s keep the research spirit alive and make our museums shine brighter than ever before!